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Motivation
Surface temperature variations between the tropical land and ocean are known to be highly correlated. In this paper, we evaluate the processes of temperature variation around the topics with MERRA-2 and its model experiment M2AMIP (as well as observations when present). The reanalysis provides atmospheric quantities not easily observed (horizontal transport and vertical motions) while the model ensemble provides insight into SST forcing with internal atmospheric variability minimized. Of particular interest is the connection of El Niño to the Global Monsoon regions in the tropics (30S – 30N).

Data and Methods
- MERRA-2: Gelaro et al. (2017)
- M2AMIP: Uses the same model and climate forcing, including SST as MERRA-2. 10-members ensemble mean. Collow et al. (2017)
- Observations: CRU (Harris et al. 2014), GEWEX Surface Radiation Budget (3.0 Zhang et al. 2009)
- Composite El Niño
  - First the peak surface temperature in the Niño34 region
  - Collect data for each of 8 peaks +/−12 months from the peak, computing mean and std. dev.
- Global Monsoon Region: (e.g. Wang et al. 2012)

Time Series
Above: De-seasonalized detrended temperature anomalies for NINO34 and Global Monsoon Land regions in observations and MERRA-2, showing lag of the land warming behind the SST warming.
- Composite El Niño centers
Using CRU T2m and HadISST, we characterize the correlation of the Niño 3.4 SST with global land temperatures. MERRA-2 establishes a reasonable connection to most regions, except central Africa, while the ensemble mean M2AMIP shows very strong connections to most regions in the observations, except Africa. This lack of correlation is shown not related to El Niño.

Right: Temporal correlation map of SST in the NINO34 region and 2m air temperature over land. HadISST is correlated to CRU, while MERRA-2 and M2AMIP use the MERRA-2 merged SST (these are lag=0).

Composite El Niño
Above: Composite area average time series of Observations (left) MERRA-2 (center) M2AMIP (right) for Niño 3.4 surface temperature and near surface air temperature (top), Tropical land T2m and TTT (middle), SWCRE and pressure velocity (bottom). The time series of monthly means have been deseasonalized and detrended. Shaded areas represent +/-1 standard deviation. Here, Tropics are bounded by 30S-30N, and the land regions are within the defined Global Monsoon area. ERA-Interim (Dee et al. 2011) replaces observations in the lower left as a point of comparison.

Summary
While indeed the El Niño circulation is complicated and varies from one event to the next, composite analysis shows some systematic features coupling the circulation from the ocean to the land. Warming across the tropical land areas generally lags behind the warming of the oceans, but some areas can noticeably warm along with the event, associated with a shift in the atmospheric circulation including less heat convergence over land and reduced upward motion or increased subsidence. This circulation permits atmospheric warming and land surface warming from the reduced cloud effect on shortwave radiation. With only eight events in the reanalysis period, there is substantial variance in the sample.